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Abstract: Advances in autonomy are enabling intelligent robotic systems to enter human-
centric environments like factories, homes and workplaces. To be effective as a
teammate, we expect robots to accomplish more than performing simplistic repetitive
tasks; they must perceive, reason, perform semantic tasks in a human-like way. A robot’s
ability to act intelligently is fundamentally tied to its understanding of the world around it.
In this talk, I will present recent work on constructing an intelligence architecture centered
around a semantic world model that can be acquired from observation and interaction.
First, I will address the problem of grounding natural language instructions in the context
of the robot’s world model by leveraging visual-linguistic context accrued over time. Next, I
will discuss how a robot can take introspective actions to infer the latent or “missing”
aspects of its world model. Finally, I will share emerging work in learning common sense
knowledge about the when symbolic actions are relevant for a task from human
demonstrations; aiding plan synthesis for human-intended goals.
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